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Where is the Version number?Where is the Version number?

The version number for your instance is located in lower left corner of your Homepage

MI UAT - Google Chrome

Current version is '4.0.47'
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What to Expect in our Proof of Concept (PoC)What to Expect in our Proof of Concept (PoC)

This describes our Proof of Concept process for potential customers.

Summary

The PoC last for two weeks and starts with two "Jumpstart" meetings with the solutions team.
Metric Insights will host an Amazon EC2 instance for you and will build 1-2 of your high value
use cases. We can use your data, a scrubbed version of your data, or our internal test data.

What we Need from the Client

1. Paperwork: a signed NDA

2. 1-2 use cases that describe the problem to solve in the PoC. In other words, what do you
want to be alerted on? We can help create a good use case and share examples of previous
ones from your industry. See the "Use Cases" section below.

3. Credentials to data sources: we will need credentials to the data source(s) you want to
connect to. For example, if we are connecting to Tableau, then we will need a username and
password that can access the appropriate dashboards.

Use Cases

1. What is the most compelling narrative that we can build around alerting?What is the most compelling narrative that we can build around alerting? We want to define
a chain of events that begins when a KPI goes out of bounds, and ends when a group of
decision-makers receive a report with relevant, actionable content. The key is to identify a
situation where timely action can generate great value.

Please identify:

● 1-2 events about which you would like to be alerted

● The users who should be alerted

● The content that the alert emails should contain

For instance: If quarter-to-date sales for any of your products falls below forecast, then send an
email to the sales team. The email should identify the products that are below forecast, and
should direct recipients to appropriate reports for further investigation.
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2. Can we identify a set of KPIs that decision-makers within your company would like to seeCan we identify a set of KPIs that decision-makers within your company would like to see
every day?every day? If so, then we will create a daily digest to show how they can monitor this
information via email, without needing to login to an application.

Please identify:

● A set of essential KPIs that should be delivered daily

● The users who should receive daily digests

3. Can we increase the value of your KPI charts by overlaying them with calendar events andCan we increase the value of your KPI charts by overlaying them with calendar events and
user annotations?user annotations? Are there circumstances where context of this kind can make it easier for
decision-makers to understand what happened with a KPI? The key is to identify situations
where personal insights can be turned into corporate assets.

With this question in mind, please identify:

● A calendar of events that are relevant to the KPIs identified in question #2

● Any personal insights -- your own or your colleagues’ -- whose value could be increased by
displaying it on KPI charts available to everyone in your company

Bonus Points: Preparing your Data

1. Alerting requires a time series (dates), so keep this in mind when looking at your data to
create a use case. For example, you may have a dashboard or table that has sales information
but no date/times. You will want to add a date column to the dashboard or think of a way to
join the table so Metric Insights can fetch the dates. For more information on how we pull dates
from Tableau, see this article.

2. We have a number of short videos to help users ramp up their knowledge quickly:

http://info.metricinsights.com/tourtutorials
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Getting "ERROR: Can't write to /var/backups/mi-Getting "ERROR: Can't write to /var/backups/mi-
app-backups/mi-full-backup" when trying toapp-backups/mi-full-backup" when trying to
backup my Metric Insights Instance.backup my Metric Insights Instance.

This is a permission issue that may occur when you try to run mi-app-backup on your
Metric Insights Virtual Machine with user that don't have root privileges.

Resolution

In order to get root privileges to run mi-app-backup, do the following:

1. Find where on your vm mi-app-backup binary file is located by running:

which mi-app-backup

You should get something like:

/usr/local/bin/mi-app-backup

Note: If this path can't be found then you should add "/usr/local/bin" to path in
user's ".bashrc" file.

2. Then run:

sudo /usr/local/bin/mi-app-backup

Note:Note: If it asks password, please ask it from your VM administrator.
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How Does a Power User Receive Permission toHow Does a Power User Receive Permission to
Use a Data SourceUse a Data Source

Power UsersPower Users obtain permission to UseUse a Data SourceData Source in the following ways:

1. Receives automatic access to non-configurable Data SourcesData Sources: Manual/CSV Data,
External Process, Existing Reports - SQL, Single Existing Report, Existing Metrics,
Aggregate a Metric

2. Inherits from its GroupGroup
3. Explicitly granted on UserUser or Data Source Editor
4. Automatically granted when user receives(explicitly or via inheritance) Edit AccessEdit Access

to an individual element with a configurable Data SourceData Source
5. Automatically granted when user is explicitly granted Edit AccessEdit Access to a DimensionDimension

with a configurable Data SourceData Source
6. Automatically granted when user is explicitly granted Edit AccessEdit Access to a CategoryCategory's

elements with a configurable Data SourceData Source

A Power UserPower User can only create a new element, DimensionDimension or Event CalendarEvent Calendar with a DataData
SourceSource for which he/she has "use" PPermission.ermission.

For more information, see:

Understanding Power Users

Edit Access to Category and Elements

Edit Access to Dimensions
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Power User's Data Sources
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How to Unfollow a Discussion, a Person or aHow to Unfollow a Discussion, a Person or a
Group of tilesGroup of tiles

In the example below, you are following the useruser "John Frank" and the Discussion on an
Annotationnnotation

1. Stop following a Person

Click the UnfollowUnfollow link next to the person's image to stop following a User: Example: If you
UnfollowUnfollow "John Frank", you will no longer be advised when John originates or comments upon
a Collaborative ItemCollaborative Item

2. Stop following a Discussion
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Click the UnfollowUnfollow link to stop following a discussion. Example: Once you UnfollowUnfollow the
AnnotationAnnotation shown above,, you are NOT advised of any future comments to the particular
Collaborative ItemCollaborative Item

3. Stop following a Group of tiles

In addition, at any time, you can change the Metrics & Reports' tilesMetrics & Reports' tiles that you are following by
modifying your settings on the Email Notifications Editor's 'Send collaborative activity for: 'Send collaborative activity for: ' field
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Why do I see an empty page when I set myWhy do I see an empty page when I set my
External Report to display in Viewer?External Report to display in Viewer?

Metric Insights uses secure http, i.e., https. If the web application that serves as the source
for your External ReportExternal Report uses ordinary http, you will not be able to display the report in the
Metric Insights viewer. This is a fundamental security limitation of all browsers.

1. Verify that your External report is being blocked

Look for an indicator in the web browser address bar (different for firefox, chrome, ie, ...) such
as examples above

1.1. Alternatively you can open the 'console' for your browser

1. Look for it in Developer Tools
2. Then enter the URL for your External Report.External Report.

You should see a message like this:
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[blocked] The page at 'https://your_metric_insights.site.com/extreport/index/index/element/
101/from/editor/' was loaded over HTTPS, but ran insecure content from
'http://your_external_application.site.com': this content should also be loaded over HTTPS.

2. Short term solution

1. Click on icon in browser address bar
2. Click OK to permit the load

NoteNote: Each time you get blank page, you must click on icon in browser address bar to allow
unsafe (http) content

3. Long term solution

You will need to use HTTPSHTTPS for your external web application if you want to display your
External Report in the Metric Insights viewer

Alternatively, you can set your External Report to open in an External web pageExternal web page instead of in the
Viewer
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How to track users clicking on links from emailsHow to track users clicking on links from emails

I want to know when a user clicks on a link from a Metric Insights email and logs into my
third-party application like Tableau or QlikView. How do I do that? In version 3.2version 3.2 and newer,
when you click on a link from a Metric Insights email we log your user ID, time, and element
(among other items) in our database. This is logged even when users click on a link to an
external application.

Tracking Setting

Tracking is enabled by default.Tracking is enabled by default.

1. If you want to turn tracking off set this parameter in Config VariablesConfig Variables tp 'N'
2. And Generate const.phpGenerate const.php file

Where data is the stored?

The data is stored in the 'dashboard_element_view_log_detail' table in the 'dashboard'
database.
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Reporting

You can then build metrics and report using the table. For example, to get this sample above
use:

select username,name,e. element_id, view_time from dashboard_element e, user u,
dashboard_element_view_log_detail d where u.user_id=d.user_id and
e.element_id=d.element_id

Note: we capture unique clicks on an element restarting every 15 minutes. For example, if I click
on a link from an email twice within 15 minutes, we only record it as once. If you click on it after
15 minutes it is recorded again.
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Managing Future AnnotationsManaging Future Annotations

Users can easily add Annotations for a Metric's data points for which data has not been
collected yet. This may be done from the Metric Viewer before associated data has been
fetched into Metric Insights.This is helpful when a user knows something will be happening
during the current or future period. The annotation will appear on the Chart and at the
Homepage > News View when data is collected for that period; until then, the annotation
can be viewed on the Metric Viewer below the actual chart as show below.

NOTE:NOTE: Display of FutureFuture AnnotationsAnnotations is controlled based on the last data point collected,
regardless of how OLD that data is.

1. Access Metric Viewer

1. Below the Chart LegendLegend click Add AnnotationAdd Annotation. The pop-up opens.
2. Select the future date from the drop-down calendar. If data has only been collected

through yesterday, today's date is also going to be considered as future date.
3. Add Annotation text
4. Click the Add AnnotationAdd Annotation to confirm your action.
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1.1. Warning message

For all future Annotations the following warning message is shown:

2. Future annotations are displayed directly below the
chart

Toggle to show or hide the future annotations. Annotations will remain here until they can be
displayed on the corresponding data point
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3. Example when data point has been collected for the
Annotation

Icon is display on chart, Annotation appears below instead of the Future AnnotationFuture Annotation link.
Annotation will also now be viewable at the Homepage > News.
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Why does my Chart show 'Information NotWhy does my Chart show 'Information Not
Available' ?Available' ?
1. If you wish to remove the "Information Not Available"
notation from a chart, you need to modify the element.
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1.1. You can access the Metric Editor from your Home Page via
the Tile

1. Click on the Edit Gear on the associated Tile

1.2. Or from the Home Page Preview
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1.3. Or from the Metric Viewer

2. Locate the 'Expired If:' field in the Metric Calculation
section of the Editor

1. Simply set this field to flag when the element data actually will contain expired data.
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3. In this example, we set 'Expired If:' to 4 years which will
prevent this element from being expired at all (basically).

1. The system will indicate that you have selected an interval that is valid for your
element's Measurement IntervalMeasurement Interval (or not!)

2. You must then Update the Chart or wait until next processing cycle for the 'ExpirationExpiration
Date'Date' to be re-calculated.
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4. Resulting Chart Image after "Save & Publish":
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Why don't I see the same metric when I selectWhy don't I see the same metric when I select
'Weekly' from the drop-down list in Daily Sales?'Weekly' from the drop-down list in Daily Sales?

The Daily/Weekly/Monthly drop-down list is used to select another Measurement IntervalMeasurement Interval
for viewing. The contents of this drop-down list are determined by the MeasureMeasure of the
Element being viewed. When you select a different Measurement Interval from the list,
Metric Insights displays an element that 1) has the appropriate Measurement Interval; and
2) shares the same Measure as the element that you're currently viewing. To ensure that
you see the correct element, you will need to create a distinct MeasureMeasure for each KPI that
you plan to track in Metric Insights.

Question

"I created two new metrics, Daily Lost Sales and Weekly Lost Sales. But sometimes when I
switch between the Daily/Weekly view on the drop-down, I get a different metric, e.g., Weekly
Sales instead of Weekly Lost Sales. How can I ensure that I will get the correct metric?"

Solution

When you switch from Daily to Weekly, Metric Insights displays another metric that shares the
same Measure. That's the only way we are able to connect them. (Sharing similar names works
for humans but not for computers.) In this case, there are multiple metrics that share the same
'Sales' Measure. That creates ambiguity and leads to the problem that you encountered.

The solution is create a new Measure, i.e., 'Lost Sales'. Use that as the Measure for Daily Lost
Sales at Weekly Lost Sales. That will eliminate the ambiguity and solve the problem.
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In general, you will want to create a distinct Measure for each KPI that you plan to track in
Metric Insights.
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Common Problems running Metric InsightsCommon Problems running Metric Insights
virtual machine on Laptopsvirtual machine on Laptops

Occasionally, it may be convenient to run a Metric Insights virtual appliance on your laptop.
You might do this, for instance, if you want to try out our application and aren't able to
obtain access to a suitable server. While this is certainly possible, please be advised of the
following pitfalls.

Insufficient Resources

The Metric Insights virtual appliance should be thought of as a full blown server with many
moving components that require system resources. At least 2-4G of RAM should be allocated to
the MI virtual appliance, as well as 1-2 CPU cores.

Improper Shutdown

Time skewTime skew

On some older VMware instances, pausing the Virtual Machine frequently could cause system
clock time errors. Please make sure ntpd is running with:

# chkconfig --level 3 ntpd on

# service ntpd start

MySQL Table CrashMySQL Table Crash

Sometimes, if you force shutdown your virtual machine (either directly or indirectly by your
laptop losing battery, for example) on reboot the MySQL database files can be in a crashed and
corrupted state. MySQL will attempt to recover this at startup, but this could result in system
outage until the database is completely recovered.

Networking Issues

Changing IP addresses / Networks with Bridged NetworkingChanging IP addresses / Networks with Bridged Networking

By default, it is recommended to use 'bridged' networking for the virtual machine's network
adapter. This means that the virtual network adapter will try to get another DHCP address and
act just like another machine on your local network. If you move your laptop from one network
to another, the virtual appliance is not smart enough to get a new IP address. If you change
networks or temporarily lose network connectivity, you may need to force the Virtual Machine
to get a new IP address. A simple way to fix this is to reboot the Virtual Machine, or you can
login to the VM and run the following commands:
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# service network restart && /etc/rc.local

This will print out the new IP address of your MI virtual machine. One other solution to this
problem is to use NAT networking, but see NAT NetworkingNAT Networking below for more information.

VPN Connectivity with Bridged NetworkingVPN Connectivity with Bridged Networking

If you have a VPN client running on your laptop, and the Virtual Machine is set up to use
Bridged Networking, then your MI virtual machine will _not_ be able to contact your VPN
network. In order to get the network routing to work correctly, you will need to use NAT
networking (see below) or install another VPN client on the virtual linux system, which could be
quite involved depending on your VPN solution. Consult your local network administrator to see
if this is possible.

Limitations of NAT networking (sharing laptop's network connection with the virtual machine)Limitations of NAT networking (sharing laptop's network connection with the virtual machine)

Setting the virtual machine's network adapter to use NAT networking will cause the Virtual
Machine to share your laptop's network address. This allows you to take advantage of your
laptop's VPN client and not suffer from problems when you change your laptop's IP address or
network.

If you choose to use NAT networking, there is one big limitation, and that's that you will only be
able to view the ip address that the Virtual Machine supplies at startup from your laptop. So,
under NAT networking, when you see this in your virtual machine startup message:

=======================================

Welcome to the Metric Insights Demo!

Please point your browser to:

***************

192.168.220.130

***************

The IP address is only accessible from your laptop. If you want to be able to access your Metric
Insights virtual machine from another machine (for sharing with a colleague, for example), you
will need to do some extra legwork and setup port forwarding as described here:
http://help.metricinsights.com/m/Deployment_and_Configuration/l/104502-expose-metric-
insights-on-vmware-when-using-nat-networking

In order to share MI with your colleagues, then, you will need to use your laptop's IP address,
not the IP address reported by Metric Insights (there is unfortunately no way for the virtual
machine to get your laptop's IP address).
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When is it necessary to "Update Live Chart/When is it necessary to "Update Live Chart/
Report" to see changes made on the ElementReport" to see changes made on the Element
Editor?Editor?

As a general rule, any change to an element's settings that affects the appearance or
calculation of your Metric or Report will require a live update in order for the changes to be
reflected in the element's ViewerViewer. This includes such settings as:

• Column labels for Reports
• Color changes
• Display masks (for numeric columns)
• Projection parameters
• Drill to elements

In addition, components added on other Editors such as TargetsTargets and Event CalendarsEvent Calendars and
associated with the element are not shown in the ViewerViewer until an update occurs.

Modifications that do not affect the charts/tables of your MetricMetric or ReportReport can be made
simply by clicking the SaveSave button. These includes such metadata settings as the element's:

• Name of the element
• Description
• Category
• Topic
• Changes to element ownership (Business or Technical Owner)

You can also add an Overlay and see it in the ViewerViewer without updating the Element.
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Why do I receive a Stop Running Script messageWhy do I receive a Stop Running Script message
on IE8 and IE9?on IE8 and IE9?

The Microsoft Internet Explorer (IE) browsers, IE8IE8 and IE9,IE9, provide significantly poorer
performance than later versions of IE or other modern browsers. Users often see the
Warning Message shown below in Step 1Step 1.

There have been significant performance improvements in browsers in recent years.
Metric Insights' technical specialists have found that as the volume of tiles; i.e., content in

the Home Page, grows, IE8/IE9IE8/IE9 performance becomes less than ideal. Our internal testing
determined that this particular issue with IE does not go away until IE10IE10. We also have
experienced that this warning appears when you try to load a large number of tiles (well
over 1,000) into the IE8IE8 or IE9IE9 browser.

The script that is causing the issue is actually loading tile data and must be loaded
completely in order to make search work on the page. We have made a number of
improvements in caching and now keep both a user and a session cache of tile information
that loads right away and then is synchronized with database content. This has resulted in
a big improvement in page load time on modern browsers for subsequent loads of the
Home Page during the same session but this does not benefit IE8IE8 or IE9IE9 users because
these browsers do not have very good client-side caching support.

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR MITIGATIONRECOMMENDATIONS FOR MITIGATION

Metric insights recommends that your organization use the following guidelines to improve
loading of the Home PageHome Page of all users:

1. Upgrade to IE10IE10 or above or else reduce the number of tiles visible to the user
2. Encourage users to keep the tile count to a manageable level so that the IE8IE8/IE9/IE9

browser warning is avoided. If your system has hundreds of Dimension ValuesDimension Values
associated with multiple elements, it is easy to exceed a manageable number of
tiles. Being thoughtful in implementation and security model definition is the key
to having a Home Page that is not cluttered unnecessarily. Users can easily find
tiles that are not visible on the Home Page elements by using a FilterFilter that results
in a list of Hidden elements being generated as illustrated in Step 2Step 2 below. Steps
that will reduce the number of visible tiles include:

• Hide an individual element from the Home Page See Step 3Step 3 below
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• Use the Dimension Editor to hide tiles of DimensionsDimensions that have a large number of
Dimension ValuesDimension Values by many of them making them not visible . For more information,
see Step 4Step 4 below and/or review this article on Dimension ValuesDimension Values.

1. Warning Message

1. If IE is slowing down while trying to load your Home Page, it provides the warning
shown above

2. Click YesYes to stop the load

2. Find Hidden Elements

On the Home Page, you can see a list of hidden elements when you search or filter and then
access that hidden content via a link that opens a pop-up with a list of hidden elements. With
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this capability, you can surface only a subset of content directly on the Home Page and make
more detailed content available via searching or filtering.

1. Enter a search criteria and/or set a filter
2. Review the list of displayed elements meeting your search argument and or filter

criteria
3. Click the Show Hidden ItemsShow Hidden Items link in the black bar area that displays: "There are

<quantity of tiles> hidden items
4. Click on the element's NameName to open its Chart/Report Viewer

3. Hide an entire Element

At any time, an AdministratorAdministrator or a Power UserPower User with edit access to an element can make it not
visible on the Home Page; a setting that is especially useful for elements with low usage.
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4. Hide a Dimension Value

To make a specific dimension invisible in the home page, follow the following process:

1. Open the Dimension Editor and navigate to the Division Values section
2. In the Dimension Values grid, click the EditEdit icon on the row with the ValueValue to be

hidden
3. Show as TileShow as Tile: Set to "No"
4. SaveSave

NOTENOTE: When a DDimensionimension VValuealue is hidden, all elements that use this DDimensionimension will have this
specific value excluded from the Home Page by default; however, a user can make a specific
DDimensionimension VValuealue for an element visible in his/her FFavoritesavorites section by adding that item to
FFavoritesavorites from the Viewer.
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How is a chart's format that I receive in aHow is a chart's format that I receive in a
Notification e-mail determined?Notification e-mail determined?

The ChartChart images contained in a NotificationNotification that you receive is the same image you see in
"preview" on your Home PageHome Page. This is determined by your personal PreferencesPreferences setting in
the Preview Chart DisplayPreview Chart Display field on your Preferences Editor.

RULE:RULE: Your own setting takes precedent over how the person that sent you a NotificationNotification
set their own Preview Chart DisplayPreview Chart Display PreferencePreference.

1. Preview Chart Display setting

1. Access your Preference Editor via the menu below "Hi" on the black top menu bar
2. Choose the Preview Chart DisplayPreview Chart Display option
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1.1. Shrink large chart

This gives you the detailed chart found in the Viewer in a smaller size. If there is a lot of data,
this may be hard to read.

1.2. Re-plot for readability
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This will re-plot the chart with fewer data points so you can get a better idea of the trend
without the clutter of every data point.
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When is data recollected for Aggregate Metrics?When is data recollected for Aggregate Metrics?

Aggregate Metrics are not bound to any particular Data Collection TData Collection Tttigger.igger. The Metric's
data is updated automatically each time its Source Metric's data is updated or changed.

No Data Collection Trigger is set on Aggregate Metric's
Editor

The Aggregate Metric depends on the execution of the Data Collection TriggerData Collection Trigger of its Source
Metric. In this example, the Aggregate Metric would update daily based on the Daily Sales
metric's trigger
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Why does my Salesforce OAuth token expire?Why does my Salesforce OAuth token expire?

In order to use the Salesforce SOQLSalesforce SOQL plug-in, you will need to setup an OAuthOAuth connection in
SalesforceSalesforce. (Please see the Salesforce support documentation for instructions on
this. Plugins that do not use SOQL do not require a token, just a username and
password.) The final step in this authorization process will be to obtain a tokentoken from
SalesforceSalesforce.

Depending on your settings, the tokentoken may expire from time to time. When that happens,
Metric Insights will not be able to fetch data from SalesforceSalesforce until the tokentoken has been
refreshed. This article will show you how to refresh the token automatically.

Follow the instructions below if you receive one of the following error messages when using
the Salesforce SOQLSalesforce SOQL plug-in:

• "Could not authorize you. Details: the requested scope is not allowed."
• "Expired access/refresh token"

REFERENCEREFERENCE:

The SalesforceSalesforce support documentation site contains instructions on this topic. See Creating
a Connected App.

1. Login to Salesforce
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1. Go to the "Setup" menu:

2. Use APP Setup Section in Left Sidebar

1. Choose "Apps" in the Create Apps sub-section of App Setup
2. Click the "Edit" link for the Connected App that you want (in this example: "MI Plugin

(Adam)"
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3. Client ID and Client Secret

When you click "Edit" you will see your Consumer Key (ID) and your Consumer Secret.

You need to add your SalesForce SecretSecret and Client IDClient ID to the Config variablesConfig variables.See here for more
help.

1. 'SALESFORCE_OAUTH2_CLIENT_IDSALESFORCE_OAUTH2_CLIENT_ID',
'3MVG9y6x0357Hlefte5xC92_J.LmfhKJ0Z_...5JydLTMG5bh6eosdfWERZjDOMbc_2FWeBclda5gD6'

2. 'SALESFORCE_OAUTH2_CLIENT_SECRETSALESFORCE_OAUTH2_CLIENT_SECRET', '79282882...'
3. Generate config.phpGenerate config.php file

Note: These are client specific.
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4. Enable Metric Insights to Refresh Your Token

In the API (Enable OAuth Settings) section:

1. Add "Perform requests on your behalf at any time (refresh_token, offline_access)" to
Selected OAuth Scopes.

2. SaveSave
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Why doesn't my dimensioned element includeWhy doesn't my dimensioned element include
a total?a total?

For starters, you'll never see a 'total' dimension value for a report. There is no general way
to compute a total across multiple instances of a report. Therefore, we compute totals for
metrics only.

Assuming that you're working with a metric:

1. Did you elect to create a 'Total' dimension value? - Review Dimension EditorReview Dimension Editor
2. Does the underlying Measure have the proper settings? Review Measure EditorReview Measure Editor
3. Did you elect to use the 'Total' dimension value for your metric? Review MetricReview Metric

EditorEditor

1. Review the Dimension Editor

In the Advanced Settings section, make sure that your dimension includes a total.
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2. Review the Measure Editor

You'll need to make the following settings:

1. Values additive across time periods? = Yes
2. Aggregation Function = Sum

3. Review the Metric Editor
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In the Advanced Settings section, make sure that your metric uses the dimension total.
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Need to recover an old version of a Element ?Need to recover an old version of a Element ?

You can access prior versions of your Data Calculation cData Calculation commands if you should make an
error while editing an existing metric.

1. Select 'Change History'

This link will only be available when prior version exist
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2. You will be able to access the Change Log

1. The changes you just made will be highlighted or crossed out
2. To access a prior version, click the Copy to ClipboardCopy to Clipboard

3. You will be asked to copy the 'old version' commands

This is the prior version of your fetch command or data collection routine
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4. Paste the code in and validate to recover prior version

After validationvalidation, please SaveSave changes and Update Live ChartUpdate Live Chart/Report/Report to continue.

5. If necessary, recollect any data generated in error -
Metric example
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1. This is provide a pop-up for entry of 'Collect From'Collect From' date
2. Data will automatically be updated based on date entered for Metrics

5.1. Recollect any data generated in error - Report example

1. After Update Live ReportUpdate Live Report
2. Fill out options in Update Report History pop-up for impacted report dates
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FAQ: How can I get a report when an alert isFAQ: How can I get a report when an alert is
triggered?triggered?

The starting point for the generation of an Alert isAlert is always a Metric.Metric. Once you have set up a
MetricMetric to trigger Alerts,Alerts, you can perform additional functions. This article describes how to
extend an AlertAlert to an External Report.External Report.

1. Send an internal (Metric Insights) Report

Open the Report'sReport's Editor and:

1. Navigate to the Alerts Triggered By section.
2. Click the Assign New MetricAssign New Metric button
3. Select a MetricMetric

Now if the MetricMetric triggers an Alert,Alert, the ReportReport will behave as if it too had triggered an AlertAlert.
Users can subscribe to receive those AlertsAlerts, even if they're not interested in the MetricMetric that

triggered the AlertAlert.

For more information, see Connecting a Report to an Alert

ReportsReports can include formatted hyperlinks that link back to another WebWeb application, where
users can obtain further information.

Adding Links in Report Tables provides you with more information about this capability.
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2. Send an External Report

An External ReportExternal Report is essentially a screen-shot plus a hyperlink. For instance, you can create an
External Report based on a Tableau report.

The article Creating an External Report from Tableau continues procedures for this facility.

When you open the External Report,External Report, you'll either be taken to Tableau or to the Metric Insights
Viewer, depending upon settings in the External Report Editor. Either way, you'll get the full
functionality of Tableau.

External ReportsExternal Reports include the same Alerts Triggered ByAlerts Triggered By feature as regular ReportsReports. So if a MetricMetric
triggers an Alert,Alert, Metric Insights sends the External Report;External Report; i.e., essentially, the Tableau Report,
to the user.
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How to turn off Compatibility Mode in InternetHow to turn off Compatibility Mode in Internet
Explorer (IE) if it distorts Metric InsightsExplorer (IE) if it distorts Metric Insights

Some users have found that the Compatibility Mode may cause parts of Metric Insights,
e.g., menus, to appear in the wrong location of the webpage.

You must turn off Compatibility Mode to view the page correctly. Metric Insights is designed
to run on current versions of IE in their standard mode.

Please consult Microsoft's knowledge base for detailed instructions on turning the mode off
and setting up exceptions. The basic steps are to open the "Tools" menu and then select
"Compatibility View Settings." The "Tools" menu can be opened by selecting it from the
menu on the top of the window or by clicking the gear (IE 11). Ensure the Metric Insights
website is not listed as a site to view in Compatibility Mode.

ie10-compatibility-view-settings.png
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Will Metric Insights Run on Windows?Will Metric Insights Run on Windows?

Yes. Metric Insights is designed to run on Linux, so if you want to run Metric Insights with a
Windows operating system you will need to use a virtualization environment. Metric
Insights can then be deployed as a virtual appliance. Here is how to install.
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When should I use a pivot table?When should I use a pivot table?

A pivot table provides summary or aggregate data when comparing two or more aspects,
e.g., product and region. It allows you to manipulate and group data quickly and efficiently.
You are able to pivot the table to rearrange columns into rows and vice versa on the fly
without having to request additional data. Filters are applied to present specific values.

Use a pivot table when you want to rearrange your data set instantly.

Check out this short video:
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How are Moving Average and StandardHow are Moving Average and Standard
Deviation calculated in MI?Deviation calculated in MI?
Access Metric Editor > Charting tab

The number of intervals used can be modified

The Moving AverageMoving Average and Standard DeviationStandard Deviation always are calculated using trailing; i.e., historical)
data. The period that is used for the calculation is determined by the Alert Prior MeasurementAlert Prior Measurement
Value CountValue Count setting in the Measurement Interval Editor as shown above.

EXAMPLE:EXAMPLE: The Moving AverageMoving Average for the data point on 8/1 would be based on the 30 days from
7/3 to 8/1, inclusive. The Moving AverageMoving Average for 8/1 would be based on the 30 days from 7/2 to 7/
31, inclusive.

NOTE:NOTE: We shift the Standard DeviationStandard Deviation calculation back by one day so that sudden fluctuations
can be compared against a stable historical data set. This is to avoid comparing a big
fluctuation against a data set that includes the big fluctuation itself! Сurrent data point is
excluded from the moving average calculation.
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How do I track user engagement?How do I track user engagement?

These elements are included in all new implementations of Metric Insights. They have the
category “Engagement.” Please modify as needed and let us know if you build something
interesting! If you would like a json package to import, please contact support. Available for
version 3.2.805 and up and version 3.3.

• User Scorecard Last 30 days
• User Logins by Date
• Active Users Last 30 Days
• Views by Date
• Elements created by Date
• Elements created QTD
• Total Collaboration Last 30 Days
• Viewer Distribution Last 30 Days
• Cohorts: Views
• Cohorts: Collaboration

User Scorecard Last 30 days

A report that shows you how many, notes, comments, annotations, elements viewed, elements
created from each user in the last 30 days.
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User Logins by Date

This metric shows the total number of logins by day.

Active Users Last 30 Days

We consider an active user someone who gets a digest, does something collaborative, and
views an element. This report tells you how many active users you have and the percentage of
active users compared to the total number of users created.
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Views by Date

This metric shows the total number of elements that were viewed by day.

Elements created by Date, Elements created QTD

The first metric shows the total elements created by date and the second aggregates them over
the quarter today. Often metric creation drops one the core elements are created so
aggregating over the quarter is useful.
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Total Collaboration Last 30 Days

This metric adds all the notes, comments, and annotations together by created date. There are
underlying metrics for each item and this metric adds them together: :25 + :27 + :28. Since it
references an element ID, if you might need to check that they still refer to the correct ones
after importing if you are adding these elements to an older version.

Viewer Distribution Last 30 Days
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This report shows how many users have viewed how many elements, e.g., 50 users have viewed
1-5 elements, 13 users have viewed 6-10.

Cohorts: Views

This report and pivot table group users by cohorts based on the month the user was created. It
then shows how that group viewed elements over time.
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Cohorts: Collaboration

This report and pivot table group users by cohorts based on the month the user was created. It
then shows how that group collaborated (notes, comments, annotations) over time.
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Why didn't my data update when I recollectWhy didn't my data update when I recollect
data?data?

I used the "Recollect data" button to refetch data but my old data is still showing. Why?

The "Recollect data" button returns data that is new and does not already exist in Metric
Insights. It does not delete, replace, or update existing data. If you want to remove and
replace the current data with a fresh batch of data, use the delete data button and then use
the recollect button.

In the editor:
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How do I set my Home Page to always open toHow do I set my Home Page to always open to
Same Section?Same Section?

Metric Insights will remember the section that was last opened on the Home Page between
logins, but if you want to always start new sessions in the same section, you can do so with
the 'Start me in' setting in your Preference Editor.

'Start me in' field is set to Last Category by default
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Open drop-down and select any other section
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How to customize display gridsHow to customize display grids

Metric Insights sometime packs a lot of information to a single display grid to allow full view
of associated data, but you can easily modify these to include only those columns of
interest to you.

1. Expand the column headers

Placing your cursor over the column header will display the full column name and provide an
explanation of contents of the field.

2. Most columns can be sorted ascending or descending

3. Width of the columns is adjusted via the slider bar
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4. Unwanted columns can be hidden

1. Open by clicking on up/down arrowup/down arrow of any column
2. Select ColumnsColumns
3. Un-checkUn-check any fields that are not of interest to you
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What is the Status Monitor Page?What is the Status Monitor Page?

The Status Monitor page provides details on how your Metric Insights system is functioning,
as explained below.

Access the Status Monitor from the Admin menu
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Notifications in the Status Monitor

Setting the NotificationsNotifications to offoff stops all system notifications (Alerts, Bursts, Favorite Digests;
described at My Notifications - Overview) from being sent to any User. Meanwhile all Email
notifications are queued and once the NotificationsNotifications are turned back onon, they are sent to their
participants.
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'Status' tab

1. Application timeApplication time: see what time/time zone the Metric Insights server is running in
2. See detailed monitoring statsSee detailed monitoring stats provides system performance information intended for

Metric Insights support with an option to download a file with monitoring
information. Support may ask for these files if you experience system latency,
crashing, or other performance issues.

3. The error logs are useful for Administrators when troubleshooting. You will see tiles
with diagnostic information for items like Overdue TriggersOverdue Triggers or Elements with ErrorElements with Error.
Use the How do I fix thisHow do I fix this links for more information and see the error logs below.

4. This section gives high level monitoring for load, email queues, data collection and
more.

NOTE: More information on understanding errors and how they can be corrected can be seen
in Monitoring Metric Insights

Email Test and Tableau Trusted Authentication
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1. Click Send Test EmailSend Test Email to confirm that emails sent from Metric Insights are reaching
the end user. You will be prompted to enter a test email address

2. The Test Tableau Trusted AuthenticationTest Tableau Trusted Authentication verifies the secure sign on (SSO) from the
Metric Insights server to Tableau

'Application Errors' tab

View the most recent errors and messages in this tab. Click any entry for more information on
it.

NOTE:NOTE: To downloaded a full set of error logs click Get error logs.Get error logs. Please contact support with
questions about errors and troubleshooting.
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'Elements with Error' tab

Elements that failed to run are shown in this tab. Hover over items in the ErrorError column on far
right to expand the detail information.

'Mobile Log' tab

Contents of the Mobile logMobile log are displayed in this tab.
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Missing Share button?Missing Share button?
I'm trying to share a favorites folder but the 'Share'
button is missing. What's up?

We have had customers report that "Adblock" will hide 'show' buttons like those found on
Facebook or Twitter. This is called the "Antisocial filter list." It can be turned off and the button
will appear.
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How do I change the order of elements in myHow do I change the order of elements in my
favorites daily digest emails?favorites daily digest emails?

You can reorder the elements belonging to a favorite folder by dragging and dropping them in
the left-hand panel of the home screen.

The order that you specify in the favorites folder will be preserved in favorite digests. (Note: If
you have shared a favorite folder with other users, you will need to re-share it with them after
your changes so they will also see the same order
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How do I filter Home Page content by GoodHow do I filter Home Page content by Good
news/Bad News?news/Bad News?

You can filter your Home Page to only see Elements with AlertsAlerts that are green or red; i.e.,
"Good News" or "Bad News". On your Home Page or Collaborate View, the Filter By:Filter By: drop
down list will show entries for these options ONLY IFONLY IF you have current AlertsAlerts set to show in
your Browser and results meet the Alert's criteria.

1. Open Filter drop-down

1. Below New AlertsNew Alerts, select either "Good News" or "Bad News"
2. After selecting "Bad News", only the tile for the "Black" Dimension ValueDimension Value shows
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2. Examples of Good News/Bad News Alerts

For the example above, the Metric Editor is set to "higher values are better"....so "Good News" is
if values is > 50,000 or "Bad News" is < 19.
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How to change tile sort order in a CategoryHow to change tile sort order in a Category
(Version 3)(Version 3)

The default sort order on your Home Page is alphabetic within each Category, using full tile
name. Admin user have the ability to use Drag and Drop on the Left-side panel to reorder
within each category based on the rules below. In all cases both the left-side panel and the
center panel will display elements sorted in the same order.

1. Verify that your configuration parameter is set to allow
modification

You can locate this information in the Status Monitor . The value must be set to 'Y''Y'
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2. Each Category is assigned a 'Sort Order set by:' when
created

When category originally added, this field will default to the Admin User creating the Category,
but may be changed to any Admin User via the drop-down. Only this User may modify the
order on the Home Page
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3. Open your Category on the Home Page

1. Reorder using 'drag and drop' on the left-side panel.

4. Order on Home Page tiles will change to match the side
panel (see below)
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In this small example, we sorted by minute / hour / daily / weekly
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How to change tile order in a CategoryHow to change tile order in a Category

The default sort order on your Homepage is alphabetic within each Category, using the full
tile name; however, the Admin User with corresponding permissions has the ability to
reorder tiles within each category assigned to him. To change tile order within a certain
category follow these steps:

1. Access Admin > Utilities > Config Variables

Verify that your configuration parameter is set to allow modification

1. To find the required variable, filter all variables by the keyword 'sort'.
2. The DASHBOARD_ALLOW_SORTING_IN_CATEGORYDASHBOARD_ALLOW_SORTING_IN_CATEGORY variable must be set to 'Y''Y'.
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2. Verify whether you can set Sort Order of the required
Category

When a Category is originally created, the Sort Order set bySort Order set by field is automatically populated with
the name of the Admin User creating the Category, but may be changed to any Admin User
from the drop-down list. Only this User may modify the element order for this Category.

3. Access the 'Re-order elements' function

1. Open your Category at the Homepage
2. Click the Re-order elementsRe-order elements button next to the Filter Options
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4. Drag and drop rows to set the required element order

Once done, click CloseClose. The changes are saved automatically and elements in this Category will
now be shown in this order to all users.
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Adding elements without data to FavoriteAdding elements without data to Favorite
foldersfolders

Sometimes you will be creating or importing elements that currently do not have data
collected for them, but you may want to setup Favorite folders to display them when data is
collected.

You cannot use the Favorites star to select these as we do not display 'empty' elements in
the Home Page, and dimensions without any values will not display in the Viewers.

There is a simple way to do this: Use the Favorites Editor.Favorites Editor.

1. For example, we can add 'berry wine' as a Product
before any is sold
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2. Open 'Manage Favorites' pop-up

1. Click on any Favorites folder name
2. Select 'Add more items'

3. Filter elements by your report name

You can now select 'berry wineberry wine' and the report will appear in your Favorites folder when data is
collected.
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Having trouble with Scatter / Bubble Charting?Having trouble with Scatter / Bubble Charting?

To create a graph like the one below, you need to set the X-axis values in the Chart Editor to
'Use Column Header Values' for the chart to generate correctly.

See also Choosing the Correct type of Chart

1. Report Example for Scatter/Bubble
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2. Chart Information example

Always select the Â 'Use Column Header Values' option via the drop-down for Â 'X-axis values'X-axis values'
field
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How do I specify a domain name whenHow do I specify a domain name when
connecting to SQL Server?connecting to SQL Server?

The setup for SQL Server connections is different from other SQL connections. Users almost
always have 'domain' names that accompany their usernames. The standard Windows
protocol is to combine the domain and username like this:

domain\usernamedomain\username

...and enter the combination where it says 'Username: '. That's not the correct approach
when setting up data source connections in MI. The correct approach is to enter the
username as-is and to specify the domain by appending it to the jdbc string, as follows:

jdbc:jtds:sqlserver://[servername]:1433/[DBName];domain=[DomainName]jdbc:jtds:sqlserver://[servername]:1433/[DBName];domain=[DomainName]
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Element name in MI changed to "defaultElement name in MI changed to "default
name". What should I do?name". What should I do?
Resolution

If your user see some elements with "default name" names like this for example that means
that some connections in MI database are broken. In order to fix it you should:

1. Connect to machine where MI is installed via ssh or open terminal on this machine.

2. Enter MI mysql database. Usually you should enter:

mysql dahsboard

and then enter:

call element_dashboard_name_rebuild(null, null, null, null, null);

Your issue should be fixed, please verify that in the browser.
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